Clery Crime Alert – Robbery

On October 17, 2015 at approximately 6:44 PM inside the lobby of 500 West 122nd Street an Affiliate was the victim of a Robbery. The unknown individual in the photos below did follow the Affiliate into her building and did display a knife and demanded the Affiliate’s money which she handed over. The unknown individual then fled northbound on Amsterdam Avenue toward West 123rd Street then eastbound on West 123rd Street. If the identity of the individual is known or if seen, please call 911 and Public Safety at 212 854-5555.

Remember to be aware of your surroundings when traveling at night, and use the Columbia University shuttle bus whenever possible. Shuttle bus information can be found at http://transporation.columbia.edu/evening-schedule.

Please note – Clery Crime Alerts are distributed pursuant to Federal Law for specific crimes in defined locations. They do not present, nor are they intended to present, a complete picture of crime on campus.
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